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A function F ( '1-" '1-',. , x'" ) invol ving 
J ,(",j,(X,t-h + ·· t-h) is defined; r is shown to be 
-0,();,) gI E ~Il · j , ()::,,\ 
analytic in a cylindrical reg ion Eq ~F defined by 
\ ~ 1(; \ (. j",.,lTi for i=1.,J., ·' ,Yl 
function F ( 'f.." 'f.,L, ~ " ) invol ving 
J,(" ) , t):.,+h+· · t-);",) 
g I E ~Il Ig I E~ ... ) ,J., ( X,,) 
r , too, is shown to be analyt ic in (T,, ) 
Then r c a n be expressed in terms of 
F- ( '1- " .. , x,,_ j ) 
Another 
and F (Y- " 1( , ., , 'f..,, ) can be expressed i n terms of 
F ( '1-" '1-" .. , XVI -) and f (x ", '1-,+\,+. + )( "' -j). From 
these representations, formulae for the q- coefficients 
of the Fourier expansions of f and f are obta ined . 
The Fo urier expansion of F EDf- I ~ I t) is paraphrased 
to obtain a t heorem concerning the number of ways of 




J,0 gKf ~ + ~ F 
"',(X\ ,J ,I 'l) 
and the expansion s obtained by increasing one or both 
variables by the half periods 1J , IT;: 8nd have 
been the source of a great many number- theoretic results 
under application of E. T. Bell's method of para phrase . 
(1)* These number-theoretic results give relationships 
between the number of ways of repr esenti ng an i nteger N 
by certa in quadra tic forms in 2 or 0 variables '''hich t s.ke 
only integr al values . 
In a thesis uresented t o the University of Nebraska 
i n 1940, entitled "Algebra ic Proofs of Cert a i n Arithme tical 
• 
Paraphrases," I proved by the purely algebraic methods of 
Usuensky (g) - (o), a set of eight identities ~hich~ K A. 
lAvyer obteinect by paraphrasing certa i n theta-function 
identities hich he had established by t he Me thods of 
8na l ysi s . (4) A part of the al gebraic proof consi sted of 
t he followi ng result: Let EkIA I ~ F denote given integers 
and let E ~ImI~ F d enote a set of i ntegers such that 
1.1 k= >-KDr+fP~mnK 
* Underlined numbers i n uarentheses refe~ to sec tion enti tled 
References at t he end of the thesis . 
2 
(X ,Yn,Yl) is c alled en integral solution of (1.1), and we 
con s ider <,.Q , \'\'1 , yt ) as a vector of t hree com}1onents D~hich c an 
be transformed by a matrix . 
Let T denote the set of i ntegr a l so l utions of (1.1) 
such tha t 
t) ; ~ 0 
iii) :U .. ; - fl<V\1 - Y\) ~ o 
[v) a~~ - f3 CWl-Yl) -= 0 YYL<J<ip.(9) 
\J ) (3 ( m + Yl ) ::. 0 Y>\.oJ t~ ~F 
Then there is a certa i n 3x3 matrix A , \,hi ch is 
identic al ., i th its own inverse, such t hat when all of the 
integr a l solutions of the set T are tran sformed by A 
the set II is r eproduced in some order . 
Upon generalizing A to an n x n matrix, A" , identic al 
vii th it s inverse, I was able to establi sh the following 
• 
result: 
Let [ 'j ]::' EDj"DhI DK F~~F d enote an i ntegral solut ion of 





















u .> 0 J, <: 
~K ,a ~ j ~K d ~n ~ 0 
(n-I ) A 'l, - ~ b. ~flK"t ~ (n-I) ~n d 0 
En-fyu ~I - j! }::JA = 0 ~E~-fFEPF 
t3 ];. ~4 :: 0 ~ (;'(.-Il) 
Then .,hen the int egral solutions of the set TY\ are trans-
formed by A V\. , the set T,,- is reproduced in some order . 
I have been unsuccessful in attempting to find that 
generalization of D1vyer 's identities which lVould presumably 
conta in the identity associated with the generelized matrix A ~K 
E. T. Bell uointed out (1) that number-theoretic results in-
- -
volving the representation of an integer N as a quadratic 
form in (n"tl) variables which t ake integral values would be 
j E FCKI+~K+ .. +x~F 
associated ,.i th the expansion of J( ~F J(X,) •• ;:9 ( x.l Follo\ving 
his suggestion and under his supervision, I have been able to 
wri te down the q-coefficients i n the Fourier expansion of 
(j,(")"-'''',O., +-':." .. f ... ~F in the 
- . in terms of ~he q-coefficients 
J ,( x,l J,('t,) , • J,(X.) ) (j,")) Vi -l- j J. (x, + x, + i- X h-j 
Fourier expansion of 
( • 1<1)" , i Q ,J,U,\ ) ,OL) .. IgI1 ~ " -) .,), - - "),()I.,H. + .. + DFK"-~ ) 
o(V)J() ~ E ) C<>l;EFyII+ K t-~" ""1 F tVl " , h··",;, ~II -j 
and 
for 
The primary purpose of this thesis has been to obtain 
this expan sion ,.,i th a vie.., towards studying the format i on 
of the coefficients as the number of variables is increased . 
In t h is way it is anticipated that some insight may be gained 
into the appropriate extension of Dwyer's identities. 
Incidentally, as a check on the computations for the 
case of three variables, and as a matter of interest in itself, 
4 
we write, following Gage, (&) 
(),('I r J, E ~y + ~O + ~IF :; 
j,(X,\ gI E~g J ,( X, ) 
g~D J, E ~ I + ~ c + It,) • 
j,(¥,Hcl J, E ~IF 0 
paraphrasing the results of the expansions obtained by 
the t'iO methods, "Ie obtain number-theoretic results involving 
the representation of N in terms of a quadratic form in four 
variables . 
II 
Functions of Several Complex Variables 
Since the theory of functions of several complex variables 
is perhaps not as widely known as that of a single complex 
variable, we merely state here for the convenience of the 
reader, the definitions and theorems which are reauired ta 
justify the analysis which fallo~ls K The definitions and 
theorems are taken from Osgood's Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, 
Volume II. (6 ) 
Let 5 denote the space of 1'1- complex variables c ., ~ 
I, ) 1'\.. 
y~here each <-. ranges over its own complex pl ane l. .. A 
set of complex numbers (1:" 1: " .. , t ,,) where "l'l is a 
point of t.." denotes a point of S. If T ~ is a region of t..., 
then the totality of points (1:"1;,, •• ,r" ) 'here 1." is a 
point of q~ is called a cylindrical region of S and this 
cylindrical region is denoted by (T)" (T" T. , . . ,T. ) . 
Let F ( ~I , 1:., . ',1 n) be a function uniquely defined at 
each point of a cylindrical region tTl. F is said to be 
analyt ic in \T l = (T" T., · ,T") if at every po i nt 
(1:.' , t:, . , c:) of (T), F has a multiple power s eries 
expansion . 
00 <0(1 000 t'I' ~ .) ". 
F (l,) c",'· ,to,,) = L L" 1 nKnI~ ... ~grKK-l ; F '(t, -l; )' .. (r"-z. 
'rL='O lft=::o I'f",::.o 
the expansion being valid in the cylindric a l reg ion (L., l ., ·, C.) 
here C" denotes the interior of the circle l" - rK~D1 <:: R ... 
and C" lies within T. for k =. 1.. , J..,' . IV\.' It is a con-
sequence of this definition that F is continuous in 
(t: , , L , . . , 1:. ) together in the cylindrical region en if 
it is analytic in \T) . F is said to be ana l ytic at a point 
6 
of (T) if F is analytic in some neighborhood of the point . 
If (a." a. L , ' j <I.,) is a point of ,T) at which F is analyt ic, 
then F(a." a.., ·· , l .. ,· ' jQ.) considered a s a function of Z: 't 
alone, i s analytic (regular ) in the sense of the theory of 
functions of a single complex variable . 
Hartog's Theorem . Let F( 1;" 1;~ I . " t ,,) be uniquel y de-
fined at each point of a cylindrical reg ion (T) = CT" T" , ' j T. ) 
If for every point P of (T) it is t r ue that 'lhen a l l the 
variables except one , say z:" , are hel d f i xed at P , F is an 
analytic funct i on of Z:: ~ in To for f< ~ ~I l I .. , n. , then F i s 
analytic in (T) . 
Laurent ' s Theorem . Le t (T) '" (T, , T".', T,,) be a 
cyl indrical reg ion here T" is the annulus t\ < fl ~- Q"I < p. 
about (l. " as c en ter for ~ = 1. . l, , 1'\.. If F ( t""" " , 1:,,) 
is analytic in (T) , then F has a Laurent expansion about the 
point (0., ,0. " , (I.. ), namely , 
F(r, ,r,:' ) 1:,"" == 
where 
c ~ ~ . .. 
• I"{ I. ' \ Yl 
-I c.1>,",. " .. "cr: ,-il.,)"' (l-, - oKKIF~D " (t",-Q, ) Ii. 
n~=-D" 
F ( 1: " t" . . , r ,, ) <It , d ~I " de" 
(t L- a. I)l'i'lt l ("t 2-a.1. )"l. t l •• Et"II-aK Dfy F"D ~"Dy 
and r. is a closed 'Oath, described in the positive sense, and 
l y ing wi thin the annulus T.. . 
Proof for the c a se of 2 complex variables. 
Let (1;, I t , ) be a po i nt of the cylindrical region 
(T) ::. (T " I,) where T, is the annulus p. <. Il , - 0., \ " P, and T>.. is the 
a nnulus 1'. <- \ i, - 0., \ <. P,. The n F ( 1: , 11- .) considered as a 
function of I , plone is anp~ytic in T , for every fixed 
value of Dl~ in T>.. . 
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By 0auchy ' s Theorem 
F ( t" <-.) dt, 
(t,-r, ) 
-_,_. ( F (<:"r.,) d:t 
,TTl )r." (t, - 1:,) • 
, 
F(1-"tJ = 
r' , where 
;E~ E Jr,' 
and r," are circles with centers at 0.., and radii ]1.. , 
and , respectively, with f, <. ft :' <. iL,' < p, 
and r, ' are described in the positive sense . 
Also, 
F ( t 'J t,) = , :l'Tl l f F (t 'J t .) Jt.-r; (t. - t:,) _I. ~ 11" l 
and r, ' 
.vhere r..' and r, " are circles with centers at a. L and radii 
fl' 
• 
and gl~D respectively, with (" < fi~ <. Jl: <. p. 
and r: " are described in the positive sense . 
Hence 
- (llTO' 
F et'l t ,) dhJt, 
(1:, - 1.,) (t , - L,J 
and r ' 1 
Just as in the case of Laurent's qhe~rem fo r a function 
of a single complex variable , we \vri te 
i 
= 
in the integrals in D~hich 
" 
l is a c~ntourI L =1- J 1 ) a nd 
1 
= 
in the integrals in 'lhich r," is a contour, L '" :L , :l.. , and 
note that each of the series is absolutely convergent and 
8 
uniforml y convergen t with respect to the current v ari able t, 
involved . Horeover, \ F(t" t.) \ ~ M ~o[here M is a constant 
i ndependent of t i for t, on r.' or r " ~ l = , 1 , ;)." 
Consequently, the order of summations and int egr ations c a n be 
interchanged and 'ie can write 
FCc" 1,) ~ I i (i,-o.,)"Ct,- aS" t.1.;S f 1 
'1'1::.0 Wt=O rl ' r; 
+ i i ("t ,-a.f(r, -aJ-"'· ' ( ~ ",' ( r 
Y1=-o \"11=- 0 ..lqt Jr.')r M , , 
F (t"t.,) dt,d.t, 
(t,- q,\"+' (t ,-a,)"'·' 
FCt. , tJ {c,-!>,)'" c/.t, d.c, 
( tKI-oKIF~KD 
Now the contours r,' and r, h may be replaced by the same 
contour f; where r , is a circle of center a i End radius 
C if t 'r? J.. 
we h ave 
r i 
r, r, 
Then , def ining 
F (t, ,tJ J t. Jt, 
(t,- CltF~D+D (t,- 0.,)'''. ' 
The pro of for the case of Y1. variables i s the obvious generali-
zat i on of the one just g iven. 
1'1e shall be concerned "lith functions Fe 1:. " 1, , .. J t.) 
such tha t 
Fe 1,,1,," J L\'{-;-1T , ., r,,) ~ f ( 1:" t" "" , t:",) for ir"'L l, n 
e nd ,·hich are ens l yt ic i n the cylindrical reg ion (rJ'. (T" T" , . ,T ,,) 
where q~ is defined "oy \ Sm 1. ~ \ ,( ~ 11' 'Y I'lo " 2. , " " V1. j 
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1( is a comnlex constent with ry~sitive i MRginary part ary-
~eorinr in the definiti~n of 
J, ( 1: , 'b) = J(t) := ::2. I (- 1)"- t (Vl"if """, ( 1.n+I ) 1: 
11= 0 
'Hth the generalization of Laurent ' s Theorem a t our 
ilTl 
<!. 
disposal, e can i ntroduce the generalized Fourier exnansion 
of For by setting 
in cE~ " ~i " , ;;~F I F becomes a funct ion F( w,' I/-J,). " W ... ) 
'''hich i s anal yt ic in a region (T") = (T, , TL , , T V\ ) here 
T It is an tlnnulus i n the 
Laurent exnansi~n in Eq~F 







w~ nl ane . Hence , has a 
-0 :2i (1t1r-,"+ I? .. tl-t ·· 
L c.", "L" "" e. 
-li E~I t," io, 't.1" ·· +~~ D!K~ 1 
FCc., r:, : ' ,x,,)e ,h ... · .Iin . 
III 
The Function gIE ~F 
The function .J, ( !) is a d oubly peri odic function of the 
second kind, a nd we enumerate here for the convenience of 
the re ader those properties hich it iill be necessary to 
knm. in the 'ork .. h ich folloli8 . ( ? ) 
Def ine I to be a compl ex number with positi ve i marinary 
nart a nd define ~ = t: i Tr T 
3 .1. 
,,9 , 1 't) 
Then " e de fi ne 
00 q <n~ .!l.. )'- ..... -" 
J,( y) = :t 2- 0 ~K 
is an integral functi~n of c 
"" c;. =: 11 (1- f~ ) 
Y1=-\ 
and a l so t ha t 
From (3 . 1.) it follo ,'s that 
3 . 3 . J,{:t,;-TI)=- J,l t) 
and ~ron (0 . 2 . ) 
3 . 4 . 
" q-~DeK" 1i n'! yI E~F j, ( 't ± n ~ T) = (-I) 0 Al c 
1: I 3 . 5 . 
J, l t.) ~KD" 
For 
It cen be shown that 
i , 
= 6,(' I 
1 J/') + t l! J,'" + ". ,.J 
"!e cel l a ttenti on to the fact tha t J, ('1'1 1\ + V"I1T1') = 0 
~or any i ntegral values of Y\ a nd m. , positive, negative, 
I 
or zero; hence .:l,t'" has poles at r = 1111' + Wl11'Y end these are 
simple poles in vie of (3 . 3 .) , (3 . 4 .), and ( 3 . 5 . ). 
IV 
The Func t ion F (X, ';l) 
T)ef ine : 
~ D" j v" ( Xi- ~ ) 




_ ,(XI . + 
, - '-<f')( 
IV , E ~y for 
o for x = 0 'j = 0 
Then 
By earto~ D s Theorem , F ( )( I\l ) is enal yt ic in (T )=(T" T?) 
,·'here T x i A the region I ~ ~ \ <:. ~lqDv and T ~ is the 
region \ ~ 'J \ <. 3w.lTl'. For,3 , ( 'i) is an i nt egral funct ion 
of i': with simple zeros at the noin ts Z: ::' 11>1 +- ",or,.. where 
VI and VI1 are int egers, positive, negative, or zero . Hence , 
for f ixed )( in T x , c E yKK f~F h as at most a simple pole at 
~= 1l1l in T 1 by the peri odicity of F , it suff i ce s 
to ane l yze F ('/.I'Jl at ~ = o. 
The residue a t 'j = O for ~Df lisby E P K RF 
~1 
'1 - )0 'j -'> o lJI'l n J= E FE I~ F = L.- '" ,",, ()(+1) - w)( - cot "'1 =- 0 J J ,( X) KgIE ~F J 
end the res idue at ~:o ::'or X=O is 
~ ~ F (0, 'a) = l- ~ f g IEDy E~ F - cd 1 = 0 ~-F l fj ~ o L Ig I E ~} ~ 
Hence, the apnarent singularity a t 'd:::: 0 is r emovable 
B.nd since we have defined F ('f.., 0) = L,." 1= ('AI lj) F ( 'I-. , ';) is 
~~l J 
analytic i n ~ for fixed '/.. in T x and ~ in T ~ . By symmetry 
i n ;<. and ';\ , c Ex I ~F 1 s anal ytic in 'f.. for fixed ~ in q~ 
and X in T;<. Accordingl y , the hypotheses of Hartog ' s 
12 
Theorem are satisfied and c E FfKI ~F is analyt i c in X and ~ 
in (T) 
I t follol~s from our remarks on Fourier ' s eXDClnsi on tha t 
1 here 
hence, 
~ 2. c.""" L C¢<l.2. Evy~ + vil~F - t ~ .(Y1.x+ "''1)1 
Yl::-GO 'O'\::-co 
end 
C ~ ~EvfKKfD+fD>yD1F 
" "" 0 
By substituting - '/.. for )( and - ~ for ~ in 
~KD e heve 
L- .. -WI , 
I 
IT' 
= - C""'IM 
13 
Hence , 
F ( )<. I ~F - "J.. l { l i [ c.", ~ J. (VI H VYI 'I) + en ,_"'I 4<M :< ( n x - I'll 'j) 1 
,, ; \ M:::. \ 
co 
+ 2. Lcn,.o ~ y\'I- + C o,n ~ Vl ';} ] 
~= I 
Con <;1der no\" 
for \1 ~ 1 and define 
if EI l~F;:: ~ [ , e ~g ~Fe-:ti~t ~ 
-]: 
• 
To eva l uate dE~F I Ie cons1der the 1ntegral 
r Fe X, ~F e - ~ l "X 4-
rN 
y~here r;. 1s the paral l elogram 'Iii th 
vertices at -; 
in the positive sense . By the oeriodic1ty of 
If e can 8how that 
L f~ -l N,.+ I W, 
" _)00 • ..r tNT ',,_ 
1'4 .:;. - -r- 'I 
== 0 
then by Cauchy's Theorem \1e shall have that 
co 
G. llj ) = -"J,.l 2. R\ 
l°1. 
) 'i described 
c E ~ g~Fe -t i s1FE 
- 0 




and make the substitution X = '1..'-Nrr' 
Then 
Since ~fe are c0!1cprned onl y with F ( x / !j 1 for )( on the line 
from - 'f - .;t N,.1 nr to ~ - J.N;l n1" and ~ on the line from 
to :II L 
end 
F( x' - NTT"r, 0 ) 
Itle "rite 
F (x'- NIT. , 
we have X'i=' 0 and "ccordinrrly, 
:: S:( x' - Nrrr) 
J,( l ' - Nn ) 
- L,." F ( '1 . ' - N ITt, J) 
~ -D> 0 
under consider2tion, the apparent Dole at ~::;o being re -
movable; hence Ie can write . 
\ 
j,.' J,( x. ' + ~F _ ~ ~ \ ~ M 
"", (X') gI f ~F 
y~hbDre M is a constant independent of N . 
1 5 
Also, 
1~ ~ [ e "DkD} - IJ \ " O (N) 
and 
\ ~ E xD- Nlrr) \ ~K1 
for N sufficiently large and the va.l ue s of x.' and ~ 
under consineration . He nce, 
and therefore 
L 1." " 0 
N .... "" 









-~ f~ - ~D ~i e ~i E j-wyF~ g~ - 2-- IT" 
-1[: i' l L 
The series being uniformly convergent, the term- by- term 
i ntegrat ion shows 
i~~ ~ \'V\ f. 0 1 C"''n'\. = i r Dff~1K >,,,.\ ~ ~ VV\ ~ 1 
By symmetry in y... 1?nd d , we have 
C. <> "" " c. "" 0 '" 0 
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Ac c ordingl y , 
... ... 
'" WI e~ I~ F:: ~ L 2. ~ ...;.., gEnx+sty~F 
n::.\ W\::., 
'. e note that 
00 ~DDDDD ,J '" ~ F (x, ~F = F (x, 0) = "T ~ 4'-v\ ). Y\ X :: ' E ~F - c.o:t )( 
~-e • '*' 0 yt::. I 
I-rn "y,!" ) 
J (, J 00 lW' 
, E ~F -cKot~ 
'i 2- .z ~ l \"(\'/ = b ~ (x, ~ ) = Fe 0, ~F :: 1- g'''' jI E ~ ) m ::'j 
X-'>o ~I*Io 
L.:w. L,..;....- I= ( 'i. , ,;)) = Ho,O) =- 0 
'f,.- )O ~-~ 0 
The exoansion for 
~ED f ~I ( x) _ c..o:t)l.. 
J.OT may be obtB.ined dlrect-
1y by the i nf i nite uarallel ogrl'lm method used in eV81u8.t l ng d{~ FK 
V 
The Funct i on F (X , ~F 
' Ie defi ne : 
-(JeT 
= ' + L<Yt' )(. 
.:l,' (xl 
J fJ) 
- I , d. 3-y.> - 3 
Then F l x. -t 11, ~ ) = F<)(. J ~ H1") " 
in IT) '" (T" , q~F wh ere q~ I q~ 
\.Dw, ~ \ <. 3,.,111' , respectively . 
same as in the 
for X"'O ~D1:o 
for X,*"O ~=o 
for X-t'j '" 0 
for 
c Exg ~F a nd ~ ExI ~F is analytic 
are t he stri D S y~ ~ \ <. j"." 7T'Y 
. , 
The argument is essenti a lly the 
we should per-
h aps remark that the apparent po l es of order ty~l a t X = ~:::- 0 
are removable as are all the apparent simpl e pole s . 
In view of the periodicity a nd the parity of F ( x, ~F , 
namely, fE-~f-~F::D F (" I '<I) , the Fourier expansion i s given by 
"" 00 cCuI~F = L L C""" cK-KlK E l1x+m~F 
t1= -QO pY\= - aD 
where 
18 
Horeover, C -n , _'" = c. '" 'n'V , and hence, 
~ 
f ( 1. J '1 ) ;; C o o + :l. 2. L cKK~I 0 <-¢'> :t " X + c. o . 'L c..c-o:l. 11 '<J ] 
ll.::1 
+ ;t~ ~ [c."", ~gKElDfx + m~F + (" ,_",- c..o-<>;« (nx - Wl ,:\ l] 
vt-=l. ~:: 1 
The c i' lcul eti:Jn of C "''''' for Tl ~ i i s essentii'l l y the 
sane as that for C. n ""- in the Ci'se :J;" the :":mction F ( )(., 'j ) 
defined in the ~receding chapter . 
We define, for n ~ ~ 
5 . 1 f E~l 
'It 
]I 
- ~ f~ c E ug ~ Fe-·Dv1u dK ~ 
-l!: 
~ 
and evaluate t" E ~l by t he infinite parallel ogram method . 
The result is 
- .. f (';l) = - J.l L 
n i~l 
R I 





Jl :: t S.: I 
Then 
The series are absolutely and uniformly convergent over the 
r ange of integr a tion and i ntegrating terll1-by- term, we find 
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The last resul t may be wri tten 
i f n ~ i and W\ f. 0 
if Yl ~ 1. and m ~1K 
By symme t ry, we f i nd 
and i n particul ar 
c' o ,,- =: CV\O 
Hence 
con =: '\ t 'b 2i1 -tlin for Y\ ~ i 
i=i 
It remai ns to calcul f' t e c. 00 To do thi s , e write 
since 
~ ,,\ ) 
,J , j IEkt~ I:() "'" ~ K/{ 5 
- wt ~ + w ~ -\- 4 I= r t-c.r r; ~ 
j ,( X) ~ I E~y 
Hence, 
c.. o 0 
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Def i ne 00.,. :l /l S h ExI~ F " eoX (x+ 'd ).J,.l. t. b ~lf/y uq-RDag 
Then K EFEI~F is enalyt ic in X 2nd ~ in (I) = ( T AJ q~ F a s 
pl reRdy defined . For - 1£ ~ '} ~ 1f ,the contour - 1f ~ x. ~ I 
may be deformed into the other three sides of the oarallelogrem 
1d th vertices -"!!: -:!I _ IT'Y ]C; - 'IT"!' 
~g >.. ~ ) 1 .. 
any singularities of K ('j. I ~ ) 
Hence 
r J 2. ~ ( ", ~F M 
-lC 
2. 
and then by the transformation 
we find 












Ther efore , 
i + 4 c 
if" rr 11. t t l l1-> LL C~ ~ [:t l ~D - TTZ) r S ~1 J,x' ~ 
l.. ""1. 
=- 1.+ '1 
Fi nally then we have shown that 
5 . 3 
c:>O l ~1KK 
f ( 'l. Ll ) =-1. + '\ i b 
J • ~=~ 
t ~ K1 i t",'- i- J 1Hl L u<>lv\X -\- C<v-ll n~1 
\'l= ' ~ I ~ 
This result may also be obt a i ned by multipl ying 
~ .. ( JL '( +- S ~ F and wri ting 
i n terms of cosines . 
VI 
The Function F( FEf~ I t:F 
Define : 
_ ,t J,( H'lo) ~Dj _ ,Y'J, (iH ) ~ u 
J,( X) j,l t) gIE ~F J, (ii 
for X,!=o ~:fK 0 i:~o 
j "l J (0) 
:::0 ' I ( \I-H) 
"DI E ~ F J,( t) 
J'" , ( 'C) ~ ~IE~F ~ 
for X "- 0 'p_ 0 ~*- o 
J ") 02.(1) ( j"' j'" 
-
, E ~l , ( 10) c.ct X 
-
, , )(+ '<-) c.o* i: - +~x~c 
,",,( X) J ,( ,,) gIE ~F 
'" I ( t:) 
for Xt o ~ '" 0 t-t- o 
j '" J:'l lX) :; , jI le ~F gI" Dl~ \ 
Jm gIE ~F j ,ln <..¢t ,) IgI E ~F chkl'- Teet 'j, c.ot J 
for X'*' 0 ~t-o r"o 
j '" 
= 
' ( 't) for x"''j"o 
"',, '1:) "t- o 
= 
jK"FE ~F 
j, (<a) for 
X :::. e :::. 0 ~~o 
= 
J,"\)( ) for ~c::Kt:= l HO 
,J, ( q 
- ~ IE" 0() '6 ", 
--- =--1. -\- ~ 'i k, ll- f"t for ';.. = ~ = t '"-0 Ig~Dg 
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Then 
F- ( )( 1- IT , ~ I t. ) ~ Fe ~F ~ -tTr , i':) = H", ~I i': + If) = F (', ~ I 2 ) = n -" - ~I - ~F 
By Hartog ' s Theorem, F (X, ~ I i': 1 is analytic in \T ) '" (T, I q~I q~ F 
here 1< ( ",- , x, ~ I tF is defined by \.2".,. "--\ < ~lq"" The 
argument as before is that for fixed LJ, l:, F E~I 'i, 1':) has at 
most a si mole pole at X = 0 and the residue a t X == 0 is 
zero, hence F (X , ';) , t ) is analytic in 'j., in T.. since by 
def inition i~ rEFyF~ I l F =- F EoI~ I I) By symmetry in 
);,-)0 
u I ~ I l , F(x,'j,t:- ) is anal yti c in 'f..) ,;) , t in \T) _ 
Having in mind to define a similar function of YL variables 
involving 
,,)"') "- ' J ( (  I~I + 'I. , + . - + 
,J, (X,) gIE ~I F - - j, (q , it is clear that we 
shall need a more compact notation . lie introduce here a 
portion of the notation to be used l a ter, partly to f amiliarize 
the reader with it, but mostly to reduce the writing , already 
grown cumbersome . In this direction, we begin by abbreviating 
the definition of F ( X , ~I 1:) to that for X'f 0, ':! + 0 , i': 'f 0 
the remainder of the definition of F being merely the a 
propriate limits a s one or more of the variables involved go 
to zero. 
DO 00 J: 11..$ RE"/~F = "\ ~ 2. ~ ~ lEgiu:-tp~F =- [FEK~z -(X) - E~F 
It:, p~ I 
S E~f ~F =- - 1 + ( X-t- ~F .s ( X I ~F ~ l)( 'l1 0. -t ':I) - ( )( ~ 1 
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The use of the parent hese s to denote the cotangen t will 
not be amb iguous since we shall avoid their use in any other 
connection excent : after a function al symbo l F , ), etc .; in 
the de signation of a cylindrical region (T" ~ ~ (T" 1'1 ' ' , T ~ ) ; 
in ( ;J.'''r ( -1)" 
tve shall us e L withou t subscripts t o denote t h e 
symmetric function on X, ~I I of the argument which fo llo,vs ~ 
for example 
I n this no t ation we abbrev i a t e the sta tement 
lg~DFr J, ( n ~i- -to) _ 
~KcuF gKi~F J .('<o) 
,),«) j,(h'di- '1:) 
:J,(Y) gIE ~+ tF 
to 
Then 
cC~/ ~I t: F ::: [u~t:g- O[DFKK ~1 E Dl:F + fi"D1CD~:t:F 
_ [ ~ 1:g £ (x) -I- ('1 H ) + 5( '1'-/(\"1""1:)1 - i~l1 CxF 
s + '5( '1- "')' cr.) - ~E~F +-C't: ) -I- sex,iJr E ~F 
-l ( 1\) -I- E ~F Jd l 
+ t [ ~ 1.1 - (C.\) - ('10) 1 S ( X J ~ -t i!:) 
+ ('1) t S()(,';jH) - Si x, t) } 
+ E ~Flp E >I / ~eF - s E u / ~Fl 
We note that 
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~ "J 0 
.J, ",,1'1 -+-<0) ~E~eF _ ~~ cAr: = ~ED;lI '1:) 
"', (':! \ .3,Cll 
is just the function c E ~g tF defined in the preceding 
chapter and 
is just the function c E ~ I :t:F defined in Chapter I V; I~e I~1l1 
ordinarily denote the Fourier expansions of F and F by S 
and S, respectively. Thus, 
r E ~ItF -t- FC'1,-i:) p E D1- I~-e:: F 
+ ('j ) tS ( l<-, 'jH) - SU., -t)} q- EDtKFtyi E uIDj+I*F-p E~I~F} 
Now i= E~IIIFF c E~I t»F 5(x, lj-H-) , S(x, '1) I sex, l:) 
are all analyt ic for real X, ~ I ~ ; so are 
E~FrpEFlDg~eF- 5 ()(a) } and ('t::l{ S(X)IjH) - pCxI~F}I since they 
have at most a simple pole at ~:: 0 ~ ~ 0 r espectively and 
the residue there is zero, e . g ., 
L.:..-. ~ E~ Ftp EFEI ~+DtKF-REFEf1:- F1:::: 0 
~---"l 
Hence, we have written t E ~ g ~ D ~F as the sum of four functions, 
all analytic for real x, ';l , 10 and this form "lil l be useful 
i n determining the Fourier exuansion of F (X, ,;), t) in (T) , 
namely , 
Fe X, ~ I T:F :: i i 1. c 1 >VI n Coo 2 ( RX + \\\ ~ + V\ =t.) 
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From the defin ition of C. l W\" and the symmetry of 
in '1- , ~ I1: , we have 
CtVl'lY\ " LeVI"" "" C"'.tl') '" cK""vf~ '" ("1", -= C."WI.Q. 
and from the parity of F (", ~ I 1:F we have 
CKo~ =- L • 
HI Y\ -! , -Yn l - 'rLJ 
hence 
cE xg~I1:F =c.oo +-)I Cloo [EIyo Oh-tCc<e~ +- c., . Jh] 
1'1-
+l ~ 2 (1"'0 l~ :l EK~u+t1~F+cKcol EKix KIKty tF+""I FK a~qyveKFg 
10 1. "D~ 
~ ~ r'-04 2lRx-",'l ) t G<Y' lr u- Drvl~F+~fEo~-t1~Fg +-~ L L C-J;""o L 
l~t ",,1 
+1 ~ I ~ [ell'><" (.c<> 2(] u+M~ HIt) + cKKl Im I _l1-EKM4~Ehq"Dj -1'1'2.) 
£:.1 \Y\:1 "d. 
+
c ~ ~Elu-hy~qf1DlF+ cK~_"II _yyEKM4F E£~-tD~-vl~Fz 
1, -'M/ YI I 
Hence we need only co mpu te t ~ W\ VI. for 
a nd L 0 0 0 To this end, we consider 
r~ _'1.; t x r~ _1.;.1J. FC).,'1,t) e. k " c E~I1geK M. 
-TI: 
-"" , >. 
F~ -lK ~ax + c E ~ I tFpEuI~iDrFe ~ 
-Jf 
'-




The first integr al is zero if .t to 0 ; t h e last three 
are zero if ~ =- 0 as is eVident from term-by- term 
integration of S ( Y-, ~;- t:\ 
the series are all absolutely and uniformly convergent 
for , so that the term-
by- term integration is valid. Thus, 
and 
In p.articular, 
Co 0 0 
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To carry out the evaluation of for ~ ", :1.. 
we define 
11: 
_ "' , ~ x 
6. 1 t C\J. ) :: II L S(X,I!-..) e ,k 
~ !! 
" 
.1- E~ ~ ~ _2, ) X :: 2 2 ,,, , 1\ t ~ :2(11.x+5lA.)e <h 
-TI: 1l~1 s= i 
>. 
_ - :l.. l 
1\ 
2. 1.. ~ '-11. S J ~ 1 e'" (.II. -1 ) ~ + 1., S u.. 
l1K~ 1 s~ i -tr 
• 




~ l~ F L +~ E~e F - ~/t; F I 
~ q<ls c, i'i 't «Is~ \ 
--J.. l L b '- ( ,:\ )\. e - i.) 
s= 1. 
Hence, for 1~ 1., 
. ow define 
rc L -I 
-li -~ C, I\. S ::;; ll"' , c 
and 
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2. ,,:U 5 E~l[ eK~i p ~ 
s= i 
_ 1.: (It';! + 5 e) 
e~ , 1:) ~ ell e. 




-~ ~ ~"Ap ~f gi~ 1- <I.\'\! s ~ 1 
6 .2 G J\. 5 0 ~l ~DglKp l ~ ".J s ~-i IL s, -1 
0 ot: '" e ll WISe. 
l , t s :0 0 <1.114. "I\. ~ 1- - l 't 
6 .3 K ILS '" 
" 
it J1..-1. ~ S ~ i _1. ~ ·t 
, ;j- lyK~p~K1K -\ it 
0 ~theKKfytiReK 
.s :: 0 .. nJ fyK~·i 
.1\.+1 ~ s !.-l. 
A: S ~ -l. 
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The definition of K ~ s is visualized quickly by the 
diagram below. 
-5 








Then in terms of c.. -"- 5 and K /l. S we may \-wi te f or 
Ct l'Y\Y\ =-- lo'l 
00 ~ q s 







g ~ i 
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6 . 4 cCFE/~/~F::I -i +1 i bl ~~ 
~~t 
00 '" ~~1 .. t"} 
+:t2{'l 2 'b ~ [cKooKrx-t cKIyKIgm ~ +c<>o 2J'l:j 
1 01 ho~ 
l~ ~ r ltl" ~ l""-tOf!r-t"DF+l~"D1 f +:l. L t:l. b -+ 12 't J L ~ ~E~~-t"D~F+ CoA J (tx"f-m ,,) 
~= i mot f! D ~ 
+ C¢" 1 r~ -tWIt) 1 
+ ~ 1. l t '\ ~ Dbl~Dt-:r~E1-t"DF J t C¢4eh-y1f~F + C-q? 2UX - Irt 'l) 
l=t /11 =1 1(=1. 
+- cKc-o ~r1-ty~F 1 
+Cc<> ;!EvtDf~-g~-niF 
+ tAJ<l :i.( V\ X - ty~ - h) 1 
+J. ~ i {4 '6 2,1"" _ 'I Ii 'b ll?' +ll-l(1-1IM) +).M ' 
9 =1. ", ol I'l'i 
~ lkD-tlo~-tOnMKE 
+'1 2. t 5 4'J ~EbeK +- ty~ + WI'!.) 
1!,1 
Ll ~ :n,,' +l~ 0+", - I) t-H"" ~ { ( I ) + 1 L ~ C¢>l. -yx+m~+-Dt 
~=1 
e<r" K:tE~u+~ 1-1\\'>.) } 
HI r ~ {t tl~"" _ q It tO~1+OkE 1-"D -yyy + O ""vy 
1=1. ",,03 1'1= .. 
tr-l 
YVI>'I\ 
- ~1<D+ :1K II E hssl-slF + ~Kfty ( ( 
+- '\ L b ) l Cif-' ~lu"tKIy+sf"F 
\1:.1-
+ ~ l(1 (t \'\1 "''VI,,)j 
VII 
The Functi ons 
Because of t he l ength of t his chapter , we present a 
brief outline of the develo pments wh ich it co nt a i n s . 
1. Notation . 
The functions F and F to be considered are symme tric 
i n each pai r of the variables x" x" , x ~ ; accor di ng-
ly, we i ntroduce a symmetric function no t ation qliFhtly 
more ~eneral than that ordinarily u sed i n the treat -
men t of r a tiona l symmetric functions . But before do i ng 
this it is necessary to i ntroduce a notation wh ich 
plimi nates ne edl ess writinf of "cot ", 
and 
SO,,, , X,+ XL -t- .. 1- X" . ,) 
2 . The Definition of F ( )<" x. ,· ·, x" J 
The def i nition of F is necessarily l engthy due to the 
fact that i t ha s apparent s i ngularit i es whenever 
lye gi ve the definition of F 
at al l these apparent singularities and apuly Hartog ' s 
Theorem to show tha t it is an alytic in a certa in 
cylindrical region ( T,,) . 
3 . The Definition of F (x" x" . . , X,,) 
The definition of F i s sli~htly mo re complicated 
then that of ~ since F has apparent singularities a t 
j=- 1 , 2,·· 1 )1-1. 
ole define f: so that it too i s anal yt i c i n IT,,) , 
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4 . Another Represent a t ion of F(X" '1.., ", x,,) 
We express F ( x, , X" " , x,, ) in terms of F ('/.. " x" " ,X,,_, ) 
f or l ~ i. , l , " , n -:l. and Y\ ~ 3 ' 
5. Another "teuresent a t i :m of F ( x" XL, 
We express F ( '/." ~OI D ,, X", ) in terms of F l X"X . " , ,X"_I ) 
a nd j: ( 'X '" 'I., T ~ L T , yt -l. 
and '" ~ 3 . 
6 . The Fourier Coefficients of F ( x,) X" . " X,, ) 
~le show how to co mpute t he Fourier coeff icients of 
F ( '/.. " '1- " . " X,,) u sing the r eprese n t a tion gi ven in 
s ect ion 4. 
7 . The Fouri e r Coeff i c i ent s of F (X" 'j,. , . 
' 'Ie show hl~1 to compu t e the Fo uri er coeffi c ients of 
f ( 1<." '1-.. , . " )(."') u sing the r epresen t a tion g iven in 
section 5 . 
It is hoped t hat this outli ne will guide the reader 
through t he extensive calcula tions which must be made i n 
this chapter . 
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1. No t ation 
\ve present here, in its generality , t he notation 
'hich we introduced in part in the preceding chapter . 
7.1.1 
7.1.2 
7 .1. 3 
7 .1.4 
7 .1.5 
7 . 1.6 
7 . 1. 7 
7 .1. 8 
Define: 
~ Ol ( 
rI, Xl '" 
[ 1 (il '1" '1-.,. " 'I. " 
Note that 
= 
j =- 1. , l. , ", Yl 
::: (,J :" ),,-1. J,(il ()(, H.,+ 
J, (x') gI r ~ .. \ , ~I Ex~ F 
( X) - .,.. " c.it x, \ '/-, 'f.. , " " ::: U P ~ 






\,\. = 0 






. S 1'''1 (1A) ~o L j,(LI.) 
For if R. is odd, and 
fD~F I,, ) =- U. c1ntl1(O ) + 0 (lA' ) he b ('" 5) ' ''' T ; nce Y v . , 
L-
f-l"\lA) + ('1+ 1) (0) 
=- = ~ ll+ i. 
uK~o j ,ll!.) j .(I) ) 







7 .1. 15 
We shal l have to deal with certain functions which are 
symmetric in each pair of the variables X" '1. L
J 
•• J x., ; such 
functions will be termed symmetric functions or symmetric 
functions on x, J XL , . , x" . Following the usual notation 
of rational symmetric functions, we write 
F ('I." X' J··J X,,) ::: L tE~ " y. . ' .. J l<,,) 
to denote a symmetric function F on )(." XL , . . , '/,,, and we 
the argument of 2- We shall say that 
L is written on Xli X,- , . . I)( n with respect to the 
argument f Hence, the symmetric function on X" )[ .. , X3 
of argument is : 
When a function is symmetric on X'-i , X.-i'-1. , , )( "\. but 
not all of these variables appear in the argument of 2 , we 
y~ill wri te l in pl ace of the usual 2. . Thus, 
We shall need to write sums of such symmetric functions, e . g . , 
,,-1 . 2. (_I ll L LY-., · FE"~11 y x"-i"i" X..,) j 
j = 1. 
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hence, if n~ 3 , we write , 
~ (_I )i L [D~Dy )(,-il (x1- j " FEPF =- [bDFKIuI1 E"IF+ [~IDl:g g E ~IF +[Xl XJ}(X,» ) 
i "-1.. 
where we have taken note of (7.1.2). 
If a function involving x" ~" F x~ is not symmetric 
on all of the variables, those on which it is not symmetric 
are to be written to the left of a bar in the argument of L 
thus, 
e may rega rd ~ as being ~lritten on x, I Xc ) X3 or as 
being written on x, I ~K I )( ~ J Xi with X, held fixed . 
7 .1.16 
Using the bar not ation , we can write 
VI-l. 
+ 2. E-fF~ 2. iu~y x, ' x~-~_IlEx~_II" u~_IF + E - f F~ -D E ~I " x"_.) ) 
t?'"i. 
the first line of the right hand side results from writing 
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the terms which invol ve ~ X", and the second line from 
l'Tri ting terms , .. hich involve XV\. in a function denoted by 
brackets. 
~K~ 
The argument of 2.. 
Yl-J 
will usually be an expression 
enclosed in numbered brackets and consisting of several 
terms, e.g., 
n-"L 
In such cases, the rule for forming the symmetric function 
is the following: 
Thus, 
Rule A: Add the results of applying to all the terms 
in the numbered brackets those permutations 
which are required to write the symmetric 
function which has as its argument the first 
term in the numbered brackets . 
1-{e shall have to write complicated expressions such 
as symmetric functions on x" y..c I . I ll", with respect to an 
argument which itself involves symmetric functions on only 
some of these variables. We refine the notation in an 
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obvious way which may best be understood from the following 
example. ~le write : 
7.1.17 
- 2 [ [~I 
, 
where 
~ D 1 
x~IKl ( X"j It-,, ' l. x" ,) 2. 
1'1-) 
vl-l 
- 2. [, S('x"lIl) X,-t · +X,,_.II+X,,-} I+-x",, )lj 11. 
1'\.1. 
VI - t 
1<'"'1J Eu~_j '1.",1. X"") L Ls (x" II , X,-t · 
"'3 
It 
l, 1< = lI pEu Dly F xDt K +x"-1-y-~" DgF -p E u"f F uI-t K -\-x • . ~ -\-x,,-j- t" 1'.""l) 
_ s ('" "I, ~I;- .. -\- u" D~ 1- ~" -c3 + )(."'" ) 
5 ( t X + lDK~-t -\- x",) + S ()(" 1
1
'1-, T " +('-1 + )C •• ,) - X.I , ¥,-+ " .-. 
- S(X"I, X,t ·· +J(" ,. + ~K"e"DIFg 
~ 
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The fo l lowing important points are to be noted : 
I) The double bar folloliing X" indicate s that it remains 
fixed with respect to 2 and and the triple bar) 
that it remains fixed with respect to , and 
a bar is removed as and are expanded; 
similarly, for the double bar following E~y+ 
2) ~K1K must be written instead of 2. since )\ "-1. does 
0 - 3 
not apuear in the first term of the argument of 
similarly for 
3) While there would be little chance of ambiguity between 
the functions denoted by brackets and terms included in 
numbered br ackets if the numbers liere not used, it is 
felt that the numbered brackets facilitate the reading 
of formulas which require several lines and clarify to 
YI -l. 
which terms 2 and 2- apply, suffiCiently to justify 
O-j 
their use . The brackets should be expanded according 
to the decreasing order of their indices, as i l lustrated 
in the example. 
4) Note the application of Rul e A. 
It is clear from the example just given that in some 
instances we are not essentially concerned with the fact 
that 'I.. Y\ appears as an argument of 5 , nor that the first 
'II-i variables, '1., / 'I-.'I · · J )(."-i appear in the second argument 
of 5 '''hen this is the case, we shall use an abbreviated 
form of the notation as shown in the follo wing example . Un-
fortunately, (see explanation below), we have had to delay 
the introduction of these abbreviations to this point in 
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order to expla1n the 1terated symmetr1c funct10n notat10n . 
7 .1.18 
plu~" 1 D/IKIq DjKI + ·· +~~I1+~II-pl + ·· +FKK ~-~ F = pEn-jyDn-~F 
S (,," 1\\, '1-,+ h 1" .. + ~"-l \1+ X" - j<1. \ + llK-i~D 1" .. + X.-M ) '" pE~ ~ i \I \l-jt1 \lH'l) 
('1- 1 .. X"-l ) ('X"-iH .. X,,_,,);::' T ( YI- j j n - h) 
Then (7.1.17) becomes 
(The reader w111 note that we cannot wr1te the expanded form 
of this express10n 1n the notation just given w1thout con-
siderable elaboration, which 1s the reason for delaying 1t 
to this pOint .) 
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2 . The Function j= E~" ~ iI" I l< ,, ) 
Using the definitions (7 . 1 .1 - 7 . 1 . 5', we define 
7 . 2 . la 
7 . 2.lb 
7 . 2.lc 
7 . 2 . ld 
7. 2.le I= C)\" 0, . · ,0) = 
)( J =F- 0 i = 1, I , . " Y\ j n ~ l 
~- f 
-\- (-1) L , l '1- , " X,, -,) 
'k j t- 0 
(' I 
[ '1-,"' "'n-,] 
~-f- i Ul 
+2. (-I )" L L'I-,"'"-11-11 (X"-k_'+I" )(VI-t) 
f?~ i 
X i 't: 0 j '" 1, 2, -- , \1 -.l. j J ~ i , 2, . . , n - 1 
l'n- l 1 l ,,-,l - C ._1 ( "j: ,) j ~IK 0 
7 . 2 . lf I= ( D, O,--, O)=- L" 
With the assertion that F is symmetric in each pair of the 
variables X" '(..' 1 . I X n... J we have defined F completely. 
I- e show that F is analytic in the cylindrical reg ion 
\J"),, " '" T" , - " T" ) 
for Y? =:i 1 -, , 
here Til is the s t rip \ ~ X. \ < ~ If'Y 
We fix all of the variables except 
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one, say y..., , and show that 
7 . 2 .2 ~ c EllIF ~ " " I )(,,) = F (O,l'-L,· · , u~F 
XI -" 0 
thus the apparent singularity at '1-, -= 0 is removable and F 
as defined is analyt ic in ", ; by the symmetry of F on 
x" l'. e,· " )(" a nd Hartog 's Theorem, F is anal yt ic in 
'k " ~II"I X", in (T,,) . 
In order to establish (7. 2 . 2), we observe that 
7 . 2 . 3 
1 . v
J 
,(ltti) i~ [[-I" '). L ' xJ 1 (") -l "', . )( J 1 (n \ ~IF j :0 [ ~ , " J 
'k t ~ o 
7 . 2 . 4 
7 . 2 .5 ~ l[FEKI·:tDF-cK~ ( X,>} ::: C~ t1K 
'1<., -} 0 
the last three results are established easily by writing the 
Taylor I s expansion about X., =: 0 of numerator and deno minator 
in the functions denoted by brackets . 
For , n.. , we have by (7 . 2 . 1a) 
and (7 . 1.16) 
L F (x"" I X" )::: Lv.-. L [l'., x... v." 1 - [')(. . Fy~1 ( 1l,) 
",-'>0 '1(,""0 ' , 
Then by (7. 2 . 3 ) and the 
L., F(Y-,, " } ~"DF '" l 'I., .. 
FEKI~l 
VI -1 
+ 2. e y~ ,H 'f., 1 L x~-K1 lx"-"i · · x") 
lf~i 
1 
introduction of C 1. -= :1-
(1.) VI-, ~ 01 
X." 1 + L (- I) Lb.,· · 'I. " . • ,} (x,.", .. ' x .. ) 
~:iK 
f (-I)"" c., (k .. X,,) 
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Hence, by (7 . 2 .1b) and the symmetry of F in X, and x "-) 
F ( V, v " v _) =0 F (0, y... " , I )( '" ) "I"" , ,,.. • 
j'=. "- ~ , , 
~ F ( 'I.' I y..,,", ~K_"oF 
Y-,-) 0 
By (7 . 2 . 4) and (7 . 2 . 5) 
YI -:I. I , we have by (7.2.1b) 
~ -~ l (') "\ ( X) 1 + (-1 ) [.'1.,) -c., (x,) 1 XL ' "-, , 
, 1 
Hence, by (7. 2 . lc) and the symmetry of F in '1<., and X "'-\ 
L- F (x" h ," ,xn."o l= F(o, ~iI D I ~" " IoF 
uf~l 
In the same way , using (7. 2 .1d) and induction, 
~ (: ('1'" XL, " , )( .-1,0," ,0 )= F (0, '/..l ,", )( .-1, 0,", 0) 
'1.-1-70 
and using (7. 2. 1e) and (7.2.1f) 
~ F Cy-,l o" O)::: n O,O,' ,O) 
k~o 
This concludes the proof of (7. 2 . 2) and as was 
asserted above, establishes the result that F is analytic 
in (T",), 
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3 . The Function F (X" '1.., , " "/ X,,) 
Using (7.1 .1 - 7 . 1.11) and the binomial coefficients 
\1) , y~e d efine : 
7 . 3 . 1 a F U " 'h, " " , )(.,,) = [. '1-, ~ L " " )( ~"F ( )( , 1" ~ d " +- Y. V\ ) 
7 . 3 .1b 
7 . 3 .1c 
7 .3.1d 
f or 
'\- 1 . 
+ 2. (_1) l 2[ '1., " xn_j]tX,T "" en-j F E u~-j+1Ku"lF 
j't 
\'\ 
+ (-1) (X, ··X,,) 
,,-I, 
+ (-I) ) ~ ('f. , " " X "-Ii ) 
l -=- i J "" , \1-\1 , , 
f or 
'i.,1: "" + 'I.." -I< -i *- 0 i: 0 , I, " " 1 n-~-"O 




. " / 0 ) ::: )f'l\ 
7 . 3 .1b ' 
7 . 3 .1c' 
7 . . 3 . ld ' 
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~ -1 
t Z (-1)\ 
i= l. 
f (x,+ .. + )(.-J) -n . ect xl 1 
l=\'\-J+ 1 
1. 
+- (-I) VI t c..¢I\ 'l , 
i ~iK 
,,-I< 
+ (_I)"-k '/1>1 1\ 
i'1. 
1= ( >'1 , 0 , 0, . c) I 
F lO, 0, I o ) 





c..&t l. i 
"-11 
t ll'l\)(it . +D/K~-fDl-lF 11 ~D!Ki 
L:Y1-\t-1 H 
f">-' \x,) 






Thus , when we use the definition (7 . 3 . 1a - 7 . 3 . 1d), there 
are apparent singul ari ti es of F at x, T '1-1- + . ' + h-j "0 for 
l~lI 1K I" ,Y\-). ; they are seen to be removable ihen we 
use the definition (7 . 3 .1a' - 7.3 . 1d ') since f ( u..) is 
analytic at u.. '" 0 
Finally, with the assertion that r is symmetric in 
each pair of the var iables 
F is defined completely . 
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/ , the function 
F is analytic in x" 'hi •. J XVI in the cylindrical 
reg ion IT.,) defined in section 2 of this chapter . The demonstra-
tion is essentially that of the analyticity of F( )( " kL , . ' / x ,,) . 
~e give only the det ails showing tha t 
7 . 3 . 2 L 
for , 1I - I1 -ij n~iI lKI " , '1 - ;). ; the 
nrocedure for the c a se ~ "0 is eXactly the s ame ; the result 
l,..:"., F ('1",0/ ",0 ) =. F ( 0,0, " , 0 ) 
X. -) 0 
is given by (7 . 1 . 12) . 
For co mpactness in .riting the verific ation of (7 . 3 . 2), 
we abbreviate the notation in t he spirit of (7 . 1.18) a s 
fo l lows : 
1t{e will not abbrev i ate the exnressions like 
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In this notation then, (7.3 . lb) becomes : 
F( X,) · . , u~_~ I 0, .. I 0 ) 
n-l-"1 . tt E~_fF W ] 
+ 2. (-Ill 2 [ L (1 ll n-fl-jJ E+n-~ -iF E u" -fD/-i~l""D~-yql 
j=1. I t=- o I 
,,-10 
+ (-\) ¥~ ( ~I .. XYI-,,) 
The method of establishing (7.3.2) is to wr ite first the 
terms which involve A"_~ as argument of a function deno ted 
by brackets and to add terms as necessary in order to use 
the results (7. 2 . 3 - 7 . 2 . 4). Then the terms which were added 
are subtracted and grouped wi th those .hich involve X n- ~ 
as argument of the cotangent. Thus, 
Fe).. , ··, ~I_" I o I· · I ol = i EnEty}_~Flf [ Ln_ldlf- ll _ [n-I1 -1iw-II(XH_1t11 
J..o I 
By (7. 2 . 4 ) 
r (N-Il Lv.. \. l'J.,_,,\n- l'l -i-i\ -
v -) 0 \ 
D~-fE 
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By (7 . 1.12) 
L., eL l ~FiDE"K"IlEw·DF E x ..... )(t ) -~~ ylE"-f<FgK =- 1'+1-
DfKK~-wK -)0 
Hence, 
~ E~ .. 
" 
L -F(x,, ·, X",. ""0,·· , 0 ) 
L..:w. F():.,,· , )\"_,, ,0,··,0)= c E~II· , X\\-'1-i,O, D) 
~~Kyt-F l 
This concludes the proof of (7 . 3 . 2), sho~Iing that 
f is analytic in )\, By the symmetry of F and Hartog ' s 
Theorem, F is analytic in '1-" 'f." , )(." in (T ,,). 
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4 . Another Reuresentation of 1= C X. } x,," ", x ~F 
~Dle proceed no to express F E ~K I ~ I I" " I )\,,) in terms 
end Yl ~ 3 
}x,-.) and F ex"x<} " } x'_j) for j ~:fKIgI ""I n-g 
l~e abbrevi ate t he definition of F to the 
statement (7 . 2 . 1a) . 
ve note t hat 
Using (7.1.13), this beco me s 
7 . 4 .1 [~ I" 'l.V\ ] := ('1-, "" FE~ - KFiK E ~K-t " +~"-K F t- ( Xn) +- S(x", x,-t "" +,,"-,)1. 
Then, using (7.1.16) and (7. 4 .1) 
,, -1-
+ 2. E -1F~ 2. L 'j., "" 'j.,, - .. lE~tyy X"-I<" X, -. ) 
\10 1 
-I- E - I F~- K ['i..J ('I., "" X,,-. ) 
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Us i ng (7 . 4 . 1) aga i n on ['1- ... \ 'f.., ' x "-"'-1.1 and 
introduc i nq the abbreviations of ( 7 . 1 . 18 ) we have 
VI' t 




+ (X, + ,' + h -I<-I) + S( I1- ~ _ 1F 11 
,,-, 
-\. (-1) ( "-' " x,,_,) 
Recal l i ng ( 7 . 3 .1a ) , the terms not i nvo lving Xn. 
are exactly f ( '1-'1 ~1I X,,_,) ; t he terms involving (X,,) 
venish; hpnce 
7 . 4 . 2 
"-2 + L (-I )" L fE1F-~- t ; 1)-1) 5 ( ",-11'-1) 
~ = i 
By adding and subtra,c ting 
7 . 4 . 3 A, :: [, ~: (-1 )11 2. T ( 1'1-1.- 1-/ i n-1) 1. S (n - I) 
to [ )\' " X 1'1-11 S ( \'\- i.) , the latter exnression becomes 
!= ( '1- " ' I X I'I - t ) 5 (\'1-i)-A, ; hence us i ng the abbreviations 
7 . 4 . 4 Hx ' . , u~ ) ::: F (Y'I\ II 
7 . 4 . 5 r ( '1- '1 I )(,,-,) :: F(lH) 
1 ..1e C.8 n '-'ri te ( 7 . 4 . 2 ) i n the form 
7 . 4 . 6 F(I'1) ::. F ( ll- i.) 1- F I Y\-!)S (n- i.) - A, 
.,.., 




7 . 4 . 7 G- = F l VlI - F (1'\- 1) - F ( \1-.1.) 5 en - l) 1. 
Recalling 8.u1e A (Page 37 ) we have from (7. 4 . 6 ) 
and (7 . 4 . 3 ), 
,,-< 
(,.1 :: 1 E-fF ~ 
~= 1 
Then 
7 . 4 . 8 (;.1 " ( - I ) 2 T ( \1 -1i >\ -1) [, S( " - L ) - S ( '1 - 1 ) 1 ~ 
+ r E- f F~ i lT(n-l-l-ij n-t ) L pE yDy- ~- 1KKF- S())-1)ll 
W:::. 2 
By addi ng and subtracting 
7 . 4 . 9 
the expression 
- 1 l T ( \1 -2 ; 1'\- 1) C 5('1 -2 ) - S(V\-I)l}, 
, 
becomes 
hence, usi ng (7. 4 . 4 ), we obtain for (7. 4 . 8 ) 
7 . 4 .10 
"'-2 




- A1. is symmetric on ... I Ix ~I I ~~-:l ; by "lul e A, tie need 
only cons ider the co efficient of T (VI - ) -" j 1'1 -1. ) f or 
1I-=i , 2, " " 1'1 - ~ J 
onl y terms i nvolv i ng 
I n particular, for , the 
TlV\-3 ' Yl - 1.) I are those obtained 
t herefore, we have 
,,-:1 L l 5 ( n - ? I n-1. ) - S ( \'l- 1..) t 
"- 1.. 1.. 
Li ke "i se, for 
GenerallY, then 
ft - l 1 
(_1)11 T (Vl-l-l'Ii n-i) L ip E yIF-O - ~fvy-OF- S (n - l) ll 
n-1.- \> 
Hence , 
7 . 4 .11 
No·- def i ne 
7 . 4 . 12 G-, 
O-l. 
L L T ( VI-l-11 i VI - 1) 2. ~ S ('I\- H In-d 
, ~-~-~ ~ 
- 5 ( n - I) 1 '\ 
, 11 
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Then, fro m ( 7 . 4 . 10 ) and (7 . 4 . 11), \-Ie have 
7 . 4 . 13 G- = 
'-
" -l. L t T (n-l-Yl i )1- 1) L L pE sF-l -~ \ YI- l-) 
Y\-1.-1, 
- S ( \') - U 1 1 
• 1 
The ppxt stPD is to irite 
G = (- \)' L r T (I'I-, - ~ - 1F r " ( '1\-;) - fl 5 (n -3 IYl - L)1 + S( \1 -1)1 1 \. l, I l l. vf~ 1 }, 3 1. 
n-1. L L qEvy- 1 -~i lDl·1F L Ls (\\ - l- I-\ \n-L)-
I Y\- l.- t. 
S(n -1l],. t 
l"here the first line results from addi ng the terms corres-
pondi ng to \l ~ J. a nd -yKr~ :i respectively in the second and 
third lines . Again, we add and subtract: 
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Then, 
~ - 3 ~ ~-lK "\ "\ 
+ L (-I) .H T (VI - l - Yl i \1 - 1) 2" [ 5(11- ) - Y/ h -l) - 5 (n -l) 1,,1, 
~":KK 1. I Yl- l -h 1 
-l~ l,S(\,\-, -YlIIYHln -L ) \ +5 ( 11-1.\ It 
n-. 
Defi ne 
7 . 4 .15 
The desired relJresenta tion of F is nOli establi shed 
by i nduction ; to this end we def i ne 
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7 . 4 .16 (,. _(_1)"--.1. "r ( 
"-1. L L F ( n-A) X.-'1.H , 
. -1 
+ 2. L, S(n-'l. I 'tJ-JtH)l 
n ~1yK -t i 
VI-1. 
••• + (_I)/L 2 L')(I1-Jl..1n-L)1 + ( _,)'1.->- 5 (Vl -1.) t. 
Yl-/l..+1. 
7 . 4 .17 
.-1 
G-... ; 2. ( _I )"l .. L[, q E n-i-~ i yDl-1F L S(Vl-l- f'l) S(1'l- 11 tt 
~=" 
t l~ (-I)" iL T ( YI - l-W j n-l) r l.5 (n-1-il\vl-l) - 5 01-1) 1.1, 
n: 11.-1 "-1-, 
n-1 ~-~ 
- 2 (-I )" 1[,I (YH-h j Yl-1)L [ pEn - ~-wyy1-PF 
1f~1t-O n~O-n l.. 
-r [~s Evf-P - 1-<1y"-~y"- >-F t + S (n-1) 11,-
h-/I.:d. 
'(I-1-/\. \1, - 1-
4(-1)"'- 2: E -1F~fiqEn-glKK-lfilDy-1Fi [ S ( VI-Jl-Yl \ Y1 -Jl) 
t?-=1. n-1l+ 1-~ -a. 
+ ~t [ S (Yl-A-I1 \\ n-Jt \y\- Jl+l)13 
"0-1\.+1. .3 
t (-l)'I..r [ S(Vl-f\ -k\\Yl -A ln- L)1
3 
\"I - I\."1" t ~ 
,,+, J 1 
+(- 1) S C 1'1-1) \ 
1 >-
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This defi nition agrees ith (,. 3 when ( 7 . 4 . 14) is subst i t u ted 
in (7 . 4 . 15); thu s &3 serves as a basis for the indu ction . 
Now cons i der the coefficient of T (Vl-A.-i.. ; n-:1.) 
in G. 'L by setting ~ :A. ) s1~ /t -"- ) t< = ;L resoective1y , 
n°. "'-3 .... ~ 1-1yK 
in 1. 2: . . 2 in ( 7 . 4 . 1 6 ); t h is den:) te 
\0(.:; "- ~:DA- l 1'/:1. 
c oeff i c i en t by BA .. "-
Then 
7 . 4 . 18 = (-, ) '1.. \ L S (VI- i- A ) - 5 ( Yl - i) ) i Lo , 
,,-1-
- 2. L 5 (\'\- i-A \ VI-1.) - 5(" -1) ~i 
c 
t S( YI-I)l 
,,-'-. L L S (l1- i-/t \YI -Il.) -
V't -I\,. I\.. 
i1. L .. S(Vl-l-ItI\Y\ -A I 'n-A .. i)l, 
,,-At 1 
-\- :f L. 5(\,\-1.-1\.11 \\-Itl V\-AU)l.. 
Vl -A1" 1. 
+ E ~Ir" I [ EI _~Eyy - i -/yKffsy-/l lyy- lFltDKIF 
VI-A -t1. 1\ 
H_,)"H 5 (Vl-i.) 1.. J 
o 
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The coeff icien t of S ( Vl-I) 
IL l IL + ( -1) ~FD::D E:- fF 
The coefficient of .s (I'I-l) in E-fF~ BDlt~ is 
(-I) 4- ("-- ' ) - (It -') t · 
il- 2 A- 3 
The term pE ~ -1F first appears in the bracket [~ 1. 
and its coefficient is (-1) ; in the bracket ll" J",-
the copfficient is 
in the bracket l 
~h 
~ (Jt--t+i) . 
\ Jt- ) } 
the coefficient is 
The coefficient of 5 ( n -n in ( - I( B",,- is t herefore 
Henc e, 
7 . 4 .19 ::: E_fFfi~ S( n-i-/\.)-
• 
'f L ')(Yl-1 -It I Yl -A. ) 1, 
n -A L 
1)-' ~l r S ( \'1- 1-" \ \'\- 1-) 1 
+ (- 1) L l ' 
V\-I\. ~ 
s ( \'1-1.) 1 
1 
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Now add and subtrac t to (7 . 4 .17 ) 
Afy~lK == 
sDf ~ " -1.. 




'" 2 L, s cn-Jl-l-kIYl-It-1.)-
\1-/\ -I, 
,,-1. 1 L p E~-fy -e fyfDy -gl-l y Y1-11...)1 
2-
VI - j\. 
'Cl-1-
+ L ~ S Efy- gl-1K-~yyvy-fyK- llly -gDt+lF t 
• 
'I\-IV 
Us i ng an obvi ou s abbre vi a tion, we write (7 . 4 . 17 ) i n t he 
form 
t'\- \.. "-3 
G '" L T (YI-I\. -1. i ,,-1.. ) B",,- -\- L + L 
I'\. 1-:' 1\ +1 'ft:;'f\. 
n -I\ -1. 
+ (-I ) I\. :z 
yn~ 1. J 
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add inr- and subtracting AIl.t. e nd using (7. 4 . 20), we have 
,,-L "'4,.-1 
& "- -= 2. F(\\ -/I. -1.) (X"-A . , )(,,-1..) BAH 1- 2. +- - -
I"l=", + 1. 
+ (-I )" 2... - AJt t1. 
It;: 1. 
By (7.4 . 17) 
)'1 -'" -1. 
+ +- ( - I)" 2. - A J\+1. 
vK>~i 
hence 
7 • 4 . 21 G )\ .. 1. :: & "- - 2. F ( VI -1\ - 1. ) ( '1. " ' A.' X VI -:I.) B J\ H ; 
hen fe substitute (7 . 4 . 19 ) for BA + L in (7. 4 . 21), this 
b ecomes the expr e ssion (7 . 4 .16 ) wi th.l1.- replaced by JH i 
B.nd the induction is compl e ted. 
Hence, 
7 . 4 . 22 F (n )=- F ( Y1-i.) + F(\1 - 1) S(VI - L) 
~ ~ Q 
-\- L (tl) 2 HVl-i-\-{ ) (X'-11 X"-l) LJi'/ tL 
\1':1. 
where 
F Cl;l :: 1 
Note that t he arguments of 5 in B ~+lK are in 1. - i 
correspondence wi th the exponents of e in the expansion of 
'II-l. 
7 . 4 . 23 e. X," -- -I-"-"H·- II \\ t \- e. Xi 1 
j,,-"-I't 
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From this remark it is e a sy to see that the expressions 
are analytic a t Xj :: 0 for i :: Yl -I<, "" , Y)-:1 For 
t hey have at mo st simple poles at those pOints and the 
residues there are zero; 
for example, 
L.:"., FEK ~_~lu~_f<F EDfE~ -~D iK " " )(n- t ) fF~+ 1K::: M 
~sy- y1K "":; 0 
Since we have in mind to compute the Fourier 
coefficients of F from the form (7 . 4 . 22), we shall be 
interested in this form only for real values of all t he 
variable s Xl , l =- 1, 2) "",I'l . By our remark that 
(1(",_ .. "" X ,,-1.) B 1t+1- is analytic at 
, Vl-:1 and the fact that 
)(."J = 0 for 
F ( n-i) and the 
cE~-i-~F are analytic in the cylindrical regions 
(T",-" ... ) , ~e can assert that at lea st for real values of 
all the variables ~l ,we have written F as a sum of 
funct ions which are analytic . 
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5 . Another Re-oresentation of F (X'J 'f..,," ", )("') 
"Ie sho now tha t f E ~" 'f.. c / " , )(. ,,) can be expressed 
for j::. -1..,.l , , vyK-~ a nd 1'\ ~ 3 ie abbreviate the 
definition of F to the stateMen t (7.3.1a), 
Recalli ng (7 . 4 . 1), we write 
By (7 .1.14), 
7 . 5 .1 l'{.., ·· x"j ( '/.I 't- " " + x", ) ~ [¥ I" " u~-1K1 ~}DjK "D "" H,_,)(X,, ) 
+- pEFEK~l 'I.,T " " +D/K~-tlgI 
Now we wri te ( 7 . 3 .1 a ), observing that the t erm .!hich 
corresponds to j =- \'\-1- can be added to the last t erm , 
name l y , 
i= (v v ) ::. ['I ." xVl l ( ',1" "" + x"') , ",, '"} h I\. " ,.. 
11-;( 




7 . 5 . 2 
"'-, 2. (-I \ l 2. l ~ \ .. x" -j J ( X \ -t + x" -j ) ( 'J(" _j t1. .x" ) 
i = 1. 
,,->. 
+ 2. (_I)i L [~y .. X" -i jeX,+ e"-IFE~~yDgE"-j De u~-lF 
j ~ 1. 
1'1-'-
+- L ( -I) J L LX", I X, . )("-i-l1 (x" "H,,, + ~ "- j -lK )(,f- ,,_j .. x"-J 
j :l 
Substituting (7.5 . 1) and (7.5 . 2) i n the def inition of F 
and wri ting E h "f~I 
in terms of (7 . 5 . 1), we have : 
7 . 5 . 3 
~-I 
+ L ( _Ill 2.l;(,· u" -jgE~I++~"-jFEh yD1~ _je X,,-1.) 
j= L 
+ E - lF"-~ t 1'1-:1..\ ( )(\ . 'f,,) J 
1. 
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The terms involving ~un cancel and we obtain 
7.5 . 4 F E~" K , XVI) = l l~I -- x_-i ) S ( x_, ~I+ -K + ~" - tl 
, 
+ r ( _ I )) 2. L'#.,- - X"-l-i} Ch-j " )( ,-1.) S ('/." I, '1.,+ + 'I."-i-.l.) 1 
J="1. 
Using the nota tion of (7.1.18), we write (cf. (7 .4.4 - 7. 4 . 5)) 
S ( 1( ",1 ) X,i- H . -.) =- S (n-I<); 
then (7 . 5. 4) becomes 
7 . 5.5 F E~F = \. 'l, - '(,,-1.1 S ("'-1.) 
Comparing t hi s with (7. 4 . 2 ), we see t hat we can 
write (7 . 5 . 5) directly fro m (7. 4 . 22) in t he form 
7.5 . 6 F( 11) = F ( \')-I) 5 (Vl- I) 
.-L 
+- 2. ( tll rt 2 c Evi -i- h F Eu"_~ -- X, -d BI'lH 
~=i 
where, correspond ing to (7. 4 . 19 ), 
7 . 5. 7 B - ( - 1)11\, pEsy-1K-~F - fL S C'f1-L-tl l 't\-n)l, t1i-l - L '0-1'1 
+ fL p lvy -i-~ 1'f1-w )l 
n- \( • 
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1ve remark that at least for real values of all the 
vari ables )\, c=IJ"l.J · · J 11.. , we have written F a s a 
sum of functions which are analytic . (See the remark at 
t he end of the previ ous section.) 
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6 . The Fourier Coefficients of F (ll" 'l. L t ", 'iC ,,) 
where 



















I C •• ' 
It ., =- -
J.i(Yi\X , + ·· t-RnX", ) 
1D1~ € 
-\. ; (11 . ~ I -+ D . +-~~lIIF 
F(x, . ll ")e M ,' . , , M" 
. , - x" ) :: E_f Fn+~ F E~fg 't Z I . " x~ ) 
~ =- CIJ •.. 
:t i ~ ( h. X, t · · + k" x,,) 
if 1'1.. is even 
.l c...,y.> ( VI, k, t . . t-Il", ~ II F 
if VI- is odd . 
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From (7.6.2) we see that we need only consider c:. ... .. n" 
for I-l" ~ 1. and 
By the remark at the end of section 4 of thi s 
chapter , it is possible to write 
7 . 6 . 3 
VI-' 
+ 2 i tlF~ L .:r F tn-i-f<) 
iE~ L 
11 
f '- (x. "." . 
-!f 
'-
Now for ~~ ~ 1. we have fro m (6.1) and (7.1.18 ) 
7 . 6 . 4 
and fo r L - 0 
"'" -
7 . 6 . 5 
Writing B e -2 ; 11" X" ~ X"., ) I'/n. " as a sum of integrals and 
using (7. 6 . 5) we have for I'( - 0 ,, -
C\!. -






Using (7 . 6 . 4) we have for ~~ ~ i 
7 . 6 . 7 
= 
Jr * J' c E vyFe->D ; fDl~u~ J."." 
-]!" 
z.. 
F ( VI-l) f e n - l) 
~~ 
+ I1. (_ 1)1< L FC Y) - 1 - 1l) (x"_,,, X.- i l L t 
1'/01. 
where 
Substituting from (6 .1) the q-series for f and taking ~~ 
into a ccount the remark concerning (7.4.23), we have 
11=-"-' L , 
Thus (7. 6 .7) becomes 
7 . 6 . 8 
::: 
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Then, from ( 7 . 6 .1) , (7.6 . 8 ), and (6. 3 ) we have fo r II .. ~1K 
where 
L 1: ,,- I, - 1 1=" E vy - 1-~ F 1\ jo 1 
l~e denote t he Fourier coefficient of F ( Vl - i ) wi th 
indices 1'/, ,VI .. ) ~"-i by C ( Y1 -j ill " It " , . . ) YlV\-j ) 
F ( Y1-;) , by C ( n-i j ~K I \-lL /·· / 11ll-j) 
Then 
where 2. is on W, YI .. 11_ .· J 1- ) I .,- .... ) 
of 
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7. The Fourier Coefficients of F ('1-., '1->, " ", X,,) 
Define 





F (-X., - h ," ", -l<",) ,, (-I)'" {U'" 'ti, " ", x",) 
we have (cf. 7. 6 .2) 
7.7.2 
( 
\'111_1.:' - 00 
\I "" 
• 
[ e" rw.x,.,. "" tw. , x.tl 
\!?1I_1. 0 1 
hence, we need only consider ( 'f, " for and 
By the remark at t he end of section 5, we can write: 









7 . 7 . 4 
7 . 7 . 5 
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By (5 . 1) , .. e have for h. ~ 1. 
By (5 . 3) we have for h ::. 0 VI 
- + (VI - 1..) 
o 
- _1\ \7 .... ,(.." 
DC 
L 
Then, writing u~_~F B ~II1K~ <4" as a sum of integrals, 
and using (7. 7 . 4 - 7. 7 . 5), we have (7 . 7. 3) in the form 




When 17", ~i we substitute for t~~ in (7.7.6) the 
q-series given by (5.2); taking i nto account t he remark 
concerni ng (7 . 4 . 23 ) , we have 
7 . 7 .7 
F ( v,-i) [ 
, 
n-1-11 (x, F{e·i"~j -1\ 
jon_~ 
1.ihen 11" = 0 ,we subst1 tute for fo E s1 - ~y in (7. 7. 6 ) 
the q-series of (7 . 7. 5) . Then 
7 . 7.8 
00 00 2 S 'tl SIA \ .l ; J\ (X,+ "" + ~rt" DFl f:: (n- 1.) l -l + "\ L L t e 
1 Sol A o - "" 
"-1 
" -~ ~ 
- l.s t t ). sl lt l l \ J\ ( )., -t ·· + ~~ -" - D- F 1t E~jF~eD;"Dj-il 
+ 4 L (+1)" L L '6 1 f= (n-Hd e j O .... 
~o1K 5 0:\. /1. ""- 00 
?3 
Then, using the notation at the end of the last section, 
<0() l.\q .... IL 
= .:( L ~ ( (1'\ - i j n, -A ) r., -"-, - - , f," _, - /L ) -tC,,-w - ._) J 'J . , V( 1'\ 
.1\...:;' 1-
"" 
+ 4 2:. 
5=i It=-oo 
I k~ K1KK -.11.. 1 5 ) 
• -1 
- I fln_I.- A ) 11 \'I'll- ~l 
..t= \,\ - \.c 
. -1-
iCE~ - Ki-k;f!I-1y-t-RI- - ,11._1._I,-Jt+S) 1\ K''l-Slll, 
Fo~-~ 
VIII 
A Paranhrase Result Obta ined From F (X, ~ I 't.) 
Ie return now t o the function f (x , Y, 1o) defined in 
Chapter VI. Let S E uI ~ F 'r) denote the Fourier exnansion of 
c E DgKK /~D~F (see (6 . 4)), let SI'J,'l:) denote the Fourier 
expansion of F ('j , 1o\ , and let RE~ I t:F d enote the Fo urier 
exna nsion of F E~ I 1: ) 
Then I~e wri te 
hence, 
[ "~1cz - s ( '1-, 'j , t:) + 5 EDFKI ~F ylcF + S ( 'I. , <OJ ('!) + 5 ('.1 , 1:) (x) 
-y- E ~~l + ( )(.1o\ +- E ~t: F 
Again, following Gage (£), we have 
Combin i ng the t wo resul ts, 
8 . 1 S ( y, I 'S , n - .5 I ~ I ~ ) == ('j ) t 5 E ~ g 'i t 10) - 5 ('I" t ) I 
t- Cl:Jt RE ~g~t"l g- pE ¥I ~ » F 
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Recall now that the terms 1n 5 ( XI II, l;) wh1ch do no t 1nvolve 
X are exactly 6 ( 'J ,;!o ) . the 
result of wr1t1ng lK p EuI~I;!oF -pE~ I tFgw1th .) "', '-'I , lTo, ~lK 
replaced by X, ~ I to , g and terms arranged accord1ng to 
the quadrat1c form of the exponent of q . Thus, 
8 2 c:: .. Q ~ ::; q ~ ~-t kk • ....) ('1, 'el , t ) = 0 L L b 
1'1. ~ D 1K 
-\- <\ l 1. '! J", t (..s<'( t~ t" \\11.1) -I- c.q-. (fp '" e l+ ;( c..,,-o 0 H "D~ t "'e) 1 
'=1 ",=1. 
-\- g ~ I ~ {i-Wd-t-l t '--<J<'CJ x -""''t) -\- tDu~ -"""-) } 
1=-1. ' ''1- ,=1. 
-I- ifDEty~ - If~+ "DtF 





~ i 11. b IID-tw E~-O "D1-y-"" Go-<> E~D" +yMDg+"D~F 





I ' 1. 
[1 'ttIM lEKc<l Eg~*"" ~+sltF +-C4D lh-t "~1"""Dtd 
'1"\::'1. 
0() 
"" L 2 
W\::l ",::.1 
WI> VI 
"" '" L L 
W"":.-) ~ ~ l 
Vyo. > V\ 
~ ' '6»11" n El+ "I-"DF+~yM t C¢' Uq ... ~ t-\'\:e.)-I- wK> Eg~ey~ Hi\tl} 
~I1-
"'f 't W 1 + ~El- tD-sy I t-"'VI t Ceo E~ x +""1+ >\'t ) +- c:.C"U 'i +vy~ +\Me)5 
11'1. 
?6 
We exhibit next the result of writing in terms of cosines 
alone the right hand side of (B.l), again with ;).'/., 2 '1 , 2'<o/g2 
replaced by )( , ~I "J 1, we denote this result also by 
.. 4 i i ~gg [CuoEgK-<q"p~F-t Cn-oErh-t-hF+lC4DEMKtd~ + p t:F g 
,jot Fo 1. 
~ ~ 'btl (,-"l r·{t" E ~ + E ~"gyKl~ +l"" } +-Cl"[k+{~·/fl~{;!"tz 
J:t ~ol ~o~ 
+ (.0-<1 l k t hi +- (YlTA-H 1 +C<1~[gKKKDf- T Oyy~ +(,w\lt1 j 
KIKK ~ 
+ ~ i ~ 'td'r t tw<>lh-+~yligyKhetz+yIKlh;- yDv:l _ gyKhKnF 
J=i 0r=) fyK~1K 
Note that the second line in (8 . 2) is identical with the 
second line in (8.3), and when these terms are cancelled , 
there i B a common factor 8 throughout (8 . 2 ) and (B. 3). Ie 
are now ready to paraphrase (1) the results; before doing 
so, we introduce a new use of L , namely i · + l-<I~I y) 
( ) 
which denotes summation over all integral solutions of a 
certain representation of N. 
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Also, we enumerate all of the representations of N as follows: 
3 . N =- ~D+ f1(,tT",j 
N = 17 '-t I'l U -tIMT \'\ ) -t WI V\ 
VI ~ 1 
4 . 
5 . N =- ~D+vlgK-t ) W\ 
hD ~ +-f1 ' (1-2 "" ') + VVI " N = 6 . 
::: \'(' < + .H"'" - \,/ ') 
N - )'M 
, 
-7. 
8 . N 
" 
~D+ h U + I'V' - \I\') + ,} 'No ' 
9 . 
N =- ~" -t 11 "E~ - yDfDy " -fD1DF t ,",,",," l::::' \"I " < W\ I, 
;: I'/,, ' -t ll " ( l\l"-\'\" ) + J E nl/- ~D F 
10. N ~ " (?J) cl~ 1K hi 
II. N ;: d E ~lDF d' ~ F 
12 . N ::: c.l., ~ a-JJ "( ~ 3 , 
13. N - .I, $, -t- GI , aL J, l? 1 S, '" 1. J.? i J. ~ 1 -
Le t f E D/K I ~ I tF be an arbitrary junction which is 
symmetric on X, ~ I Dl:: and satisfying 
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Then paraphrasing (8.2) and (8.3) we have : 
, 
"" -1 
- 2- +U, WI ', \>\') .. 2. L [H),v.", ~D F + fU, ~ DI 1M ') ] 
(.) (1) .',1. 
.2 l f ( J, (p- cS) +- f ( J, 1 S, J') J 
c' 0) 
iD~ 1 ,. 
+ L L L +0, ~ 'T Jl, JJ') + t (J, J -1\ ) , 2 J ) 
~1F "-" 
.. f (J, J!', S'-t "' \ + { ( .:I, ~ S', S'. I\. )) 
+ L L + ( C(, I d, - J, ,s, -S, ) - + ( ) L ,dL -+ J" i ~ + S,) 1 
r \ 3) 
Note that if N is odd, and 
; also, if N is a pri me and k ~Pg 2. = 0 
(, ) 
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Now define N <"' ) to be the number of representations 
of N in the fo r m 0( , where 0( is one of the r epresent a tions 
1-13; e . g ., N ('1) -= 1. I NC") co:: L\ if N:::5. Let t ()(} '4 ,z:)= i 
Then we have the 
Theo r em : If N is a prime and N ~ 3 , then 
N O) 1- .:tN(3) + 3 kE~ F + N ! S) - k E~g + ;,. N (g) - :>.. N (9) = 0 
The i ntegral solutions of 1-13 for N = 5 are li sted 
2 . No so~utions K 
3 . (w,l,m)= (1 , l , 3) ; (I }l ,:n ; 
( i , 3 , 1) 
5 . E 1-l I FIm y=li I~I iF ;El I 1IPF 
6. Ul ,1, ,,,, ' )::: (1 , 1,5); (l,l , '); 
l1 ,4, l); Pj 1j3) 
7 . y{I ~ D F :: ("1. , 5> 
4. (l'( ,t, YYI , Yl) =\l , i , L, 1) 8.ln,),,,, ' ,"') ~ (1 , 1 I ~Il F 
9. ll1" , ),,,,," , ,,")::(1 , 1., ),'!)i (l ,), ) , :!)} (L , l,5,3 );(i, 2, 4 , z);(:L,i,5 , l) 
10 . No solutions. 11. No solutions . 
1 2 . (J, , ) :: ( l } 5) 
13. <cl I ,O'" ,,11- ' s. ) ,, ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 'i1 j ( L, l , 1 ,tl / (1 , 1 , 1. , 1); 
( 1 ,2, 1 , J) j ( 1 j1 , :t, 51 ; Ct, 1 , ~ I iF i ( .l. ,1. , 3,1 ) 
E l I l I l I~ F / ('3,1. ,l,2 )j ( 1, , , 2,'l); 0, 1,2, 1) 
( 1 , ~ I 1.,1) J' E~I :1 I 1, 1) ; ("- , I., 1 , 1 ) 
Then, as stated by the theorem, 
If (8 .4) is written out for N-=S, it is observed 
that the identity holds without t aking account of the 
symmetry or pari ty of + . 
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